Math through Arts Guide
Action Based Curriculum is a British company that has focused its energy on
providing excellent materials,which are approved by‘nasen’- nationally approved
for all learners, including those with disabilities, ELL and special education
needs.
Action Based Curriculum helps students to access learning through their fun,
action based, and fully inclusive crafting and reader activity book materials.
Each mathematics content standard for K-8 is addressed using a combination
of Mathematics, Literacy and Science inquiry-based projects with crafting
equipment and reader books.
The teacher/writers have created linked personal, social and health education
(PSHE) topics to assist teachers in an integrated subject delivery saving much
time. Key topics such as Anti-bullying, Family, Healthy Me, Community, and
Going Green can be found within the program. Twenty four topics are included.
The arts activities are excellent visual assessments. A die cutting machine is used
to allow all students to cut perfect shapes. Each student creates a personalized
output. Most materials are reusable.
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Understanding Mathematics through Art

Creative Core Curriculum
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with
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A series of one hour
crafting activities
aligned exactly to
grade appropriate
Mathematics and
covering elements
of Science and ELA
content.

Each crafting
exercise is
specifically
linked to a
personal, social
and health
topic as well
as specifically
covering the
Mathematical
content.

Role play is included
in some of the
activities helping to
bring the subject
alive for all students.
One teacher wrote ‘It not
only focused children on the
outcome of the activity, but
helped them produce work
to a very high standard that
gave great sensory benefits.
It was motivational due to the
independence it gave them.”

Video Arts Guide
Ellison Education is a well-known provider of die cutting machine equipment and
die shapes and has created, from scratch, a series of lesson plans for teachers to
review or reteach students content of each strand K - 8.
A matching video for the teacher will hugely assist teachers who may be
concerned with art.The die cutting machine does all the intricate work, and these
communications-based lesson plans with videos will greatly aid all struggling
students. Often making models will unravel misconceptions for students.
The low text results in all English Language Learners being able to master the
mathematics content through art projects. Ellison Education also includes ELPS
links in each lesson plan to ensure continued vocabulary learning.
Students can create the colorful Fraction Fringe and Wheel to represent fractional
units, find equivalent fractions, compare fractions, solve fraction word problems
and represent ratios. Students can design versatile spirals for any subject area
from counting and cardinality and geometric solids. Invite students to make their
own spirals for oral reports and presentations. Use die-cuts for guided instruction,
group work, independent practice and assessment.

